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At Ortho Technology (OT), our priority is to provide quality products, excellent 
service, and strive to be the best value oriented Orthodontic Company in the 
industry. We understand that as a clinician, you are constantly searching to improve 
the treatment experience for your practice and your patients. That is why we 
recently launched innovative new appliances like our Lotus Plus® DS Self-Ligating 
Bracket System (pg. 16). Through advancements in manufacturing technology, 
we’re constantly improving existing product lines to help practitioners become 
more efficient. With our launch of Votion® and Pinnacle® Stainless Steel Bracket 
Systems, we provide doctors brackets with updated features for improved practice 
productivity at excellent value. (p. 40-45)

Our purpose as an organization is to assist the clinician in improving their 
patient’s health, smile, and self-esteem. We believe that Orthodontics is one of 
the most rewarding professions to be a part of. Our products help you improve 
patient health and vibrancy while providing lifetime results. Helping you create 
beautiful smiles is our business. 

It is our mission to provide quality, value oriented orthodontic products and 
services; to partner with you, our customers, as trusted advisors, enabling you to 
deliver the best patient care, while also helping you to enhance the efficiency and 
profitability of your practice.

Whether you’re a practitioner in the United States or reside half-way across the 
globe, we want to thank you for your continued support. We understand that you 
have many options in the marketplace and want to thank you for making Ortho 
Technology “Your First Choice” for orthodontic supplies. 

We look forward to our next 25 years as your business partner. Thank you for 
being part of our bright future - as we strive to provide you with even better value, 
happier patients, and a more efficient practice.

Expect Excellence
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